Y u k o Ta y l o r a n d K i n g G o d w i n

Together - We are Having a Good Day

Together - We are Having a Good Day
Together features the mother and son duo, Yuko Taylor and King Godwin, whose bond infuences one another’s own personal expression within their bodies of work. Apart from being an artist, Yuko’s life work has been to support King, an adult with autism. King transfers his feelings and
what is true to him onto canvas and three-dimensional objects using bright, vibrant colors along
with numbers that hold a special signifcance. Yuko, a Japanese-American Nihonga and oil painter,
has exhibited works globally and draws inspiration from modern Western art and
Japanese historical imagery.
While King expresses his day, Yuko relays timelessness through her depiction of nature. King
teaches Yuko the true meaning of how art impacts human beings, and in return, Yuko motivates
King to keep pursuing his art. While the Covid-19-quarantine world diminished the community
that supported them, King helped Yuko realize the only thing of importance was how to live their
day-to-day lives—through painting. Trough this revelation, they recognized there was no loss.
Yuko writes: “We are thankful that we have art in our lives. We are together, and having a good day.”
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YU K O N . TAY LO R
Painter, Yuko Nagomi Taylor has emerged as a 2-dimensional, Nihonga and oil painter artist in demand regionally, nationally, and internationally. Inspirations come from
modern western art and Japanese historical art images.
Her unique style combines her two heritages of the southern United States and Japan on canvas, serving to create
harmony between nature and humble people.
Born in Tokyo, Japan, Yuko grew up in a prestigious
private school, historically attended by family of the nobles. She excelled in her artistic talent and emerged with a
unique painting expertise as a result of being exposed to
high-end cultures of Japan. In 1990, Yuko moved to the
Southern United States to move away from the pressure of
a predetermined life within her expected social boundaries.
After having two sons, one with Autism, she has revisited
her passion and expresses her unique experiences in visual
art. She is married to a Jazz drummer, Thomas E. Taylor, Jr.
After exploring the South Eastern US art scene and
experimenting with a large variety of colors and materials
as a visual artist, she returned to her original heritage and
develop her voice to master it. Japanese mineral painting
method is a complex technique. These materials all derive
from mother earth, and Yuko has a profound appreciation
for them. She realized it is not economical nor convenient;
however, she feels that this meticulous process is meaningful, important, interesting, and serves to inspire within
her the true essence of art. The practice of this technique
allows her to explore the true expression of painting; yet,
her subjects, connection to art, and her value of life remains
constant and strong.

KING N. GODWIN
King Nobuyoshi Godwin was born in 1991 in Raleigh,
NC and diagnosed with autism at the age of two and a half
years old. He attended the Special Education program of
Wake County School Systems and received a certificate
from Leesville High School in Raleigh NC in 2012. King
attended UNC at Greensboro for one year, living away from
home in the college apartment for the Beyond Academics
Program in 2013. In that same year, King became a painter. In addition to his parents, Thomas (jazz drummer and
college music educator) & Yuko Taylor (fine art painter) and
his brother Malik Nobumasa Godwin (antique clock smith),
King has many other supporters of his painting career.
King has numerous collectors around the triangle and
the greater United States. He has passion and achieved
stability through his career as a painter. He is thriving everyday working in his studio to pursue his craft regardless or
because of his disability. King is successfully living out his
artist life and giving back to inspire his community. He currently lives independently in an apartment attached to his
parent’s home. He is a proud team member of the Special
Olympic Raleigh Racer Swimmers and a performing member of Special Japanese Taiko-Drum ensemble.
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King N. Godwin
Wood, Acrylic paint

The fish is having a great day because the water is clear
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Yuko N. Taylor

Original Nihonga traditional Japanese style
with mineral and organic pigments (framed)
Himalayan Night

This landscape captures the view of the Himalayan mountains as seen from North Eastern India, Darjeeling. Using the
mountain as a template, Yuko studies the changing light as the sun rises and the night turns into day. The vivid colors of the
mountain are meant to reflect the human condition. The sky is dominate by curly-cues and patterns reminiscent of Vincent
van Gogh’s Starry Night.
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King N. Godwin
Acrylic on canvas

The Penguin has Purple Eyes because it is
Happy with New Ocean Water as a Home
“17”
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Yuko N. Taylor

Original Nihonga traditional Japanese style with
mineral and organic pigments (framed with mat)
Silver Moon IV
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King N. Godwin
Acrylic on canvas

The elephant is happy in the rain because it
feels like a shower “67”
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Yuko N. Taylor

Original Nihonga traditional Japanese style
with mineral and organic pigments
Your Life

Using the Japanese style of painting, Nihonga, Yuko hand mixes collagen or glue (nikawa) with natural pigments and dyes
from the earth and nature with water. They are then applied onto a treated surface resulting in a variation of lights, darks,
and finishes ranging from matte to shiny. This process of painting, although slow, cannot be rushed. With each step, Yuko
becomes more connected to her materials and translates their beauty and preciousness into each artwork.
The mountain is a reoccurring motif in Yuko’s compositions. During the practice of mediation, one sits down, closes their
eyes, and contemplates a mountain, such as the version before you. Surrounding the subject are elements of the atmosphere
such as rain, wind, and the sun. All forces beyond human control. So many things occur in our daily lives, but at the end of
the day there remains one constant, your ever-changing self, and it is beautiful and constantly blooming. The mountain before
you, brightly colored, shimmering, and covered with nature, embodies life.
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OOriginal Painting

King N. Godwin
Wood, Acrylic paint

The Ice Cream is having a Good Day because it’s with the Banana “97”

This sculpture is based off the original painting, The Ice Cream is having a Hot Day and it’s Chilling “77.” Both Yuko and
Jeffery Dale, a collector of King’s artworks, believe that when King paints on a flat, two-dimensional surface, he is translating
his unique perspective of the world. This sculpture represents their efforts to gift the world with an insight into King’s thought
process. Jeffery provided King with this wooden design and King brought it to life with colors and numbers the related to
this thoughts and feelings at the moment of creation. His own language is brought to the forefront with each number that
dances and moves against the colors of the background. Their meticulous and purposeful positioning drives home the idea
that each work brings us, the viewer, one step close to King’s world, one that we wouldn’t have seen otherwise.
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Yuko N. Taylor

Original Nihonga traditional Japanese style
with mineral and organic pigments
(triptych 30x24”)
Pearl Mountain - fur Tamako

As in previous paintings, the continuous subject is humanity, depicted through natural forms such as mountains, which
symbolically root humans to the earth. This suggests humanity to be a reoccurring interest of the artist, who offers her own
perspective, which is grounded in her Japanese heritage. Clouds and flower decorated each of the three panels. While the
left and central paintings represent day, the right depicts night. In conjunction with Japanese ideologies, the golden moon
set against the silver night sky balances the night and day, while simultaneously guiding humans throughout their journeys.
I wish to share in the beauty of the steadfast mountain that is rooted in the earth.
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King N. Godwin

Acrylic on canvas with white frame
The Penguin is Flying because it can not Wait
to go Home
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Yuko N. Taylor

Original Nihonga traditional Japanese style
with mineral and organic pigments
Covid-19- I can’t live without you two
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King N. Godwin
Acrylic on canvas

The Purple Tree is Having a Sweet Day because Sun is Out
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Yuko N. Taylor

Original Nihonga traditional Japanese style
with mineral and organic pigments
The Circle

The bright, blue mountain is a pendant set against a checkered background. It gathers the particles from the universe at its
peak. These particles are transformed into water as they stream down the mountain and are purified in the process. Once
the water reaches the basin at the bottom below, nature begins to grow. The light blue swirl dominates the composition and
represents the atmosphere. In our current world, where debates are ever-present, it is important to realize who created the
roots of each thought, humans. Thinking about human relativity to the greater universe and in relation to this artwork, we are
the small particles, connecting and morphing through life together. Each person participates in the phase of life and death
within a circle; beginning at the top and descending downwards. Individuals reach the basin when they have succeeded in his
or her roles in life. Magnificence is achieved through the happiness that is gained when their purpose is fulfilled and the next
cycle in life can begin.
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King N. Godwin

Acrylic on canvas

The bird is having a good day because it is with
pretty leaves

Set against a purple background, the stripped, blue bird is accompanied by pink and yellow leaves. Animals and
leaves frequent many of King’s paintings and hold a special significance to the artist. Nature speaks to King. King’s
unique perspective allows him to convey the emotion he feels when he hears the sounds of leaves on trees. He then
tries to relays to his viewer, through carefully chosen colors, shapes, and numbers, his thoughts and feelings at that
particular moment. These elements of design, incorporated onto the canvas, define his method of communication.
The numbers, varying in tones, are repeated and intertwined almost as if they were woven together to create a fabric
pattern. King’s mother, Yuko, provided him with the tools to express himself through painting and as a result we are
provided with a window into King’s world.
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Yuko N. Taylor

Yuko N. Taylor

Dove

Spring

Original Nihonga traditional Japanese style
with mineral and organic pigments

Original Nihonga traditional Japanese style
with mineral and organic pigments
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King N. Godwin

Acrylic on canvas with white frame
The big bird is having ok day because it’s
with a tree stump “97”
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Yuko N. Taylor

Original Nihonga traditional Japanese style
with mineral and organic pigments
Snow Magnolia
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King N. Godwin
Wood, Acrylic paint

The seahorse is feeling beautiful because it
is sunny today
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King N. Godwin

Acrylic on canvas, wrapped with strips
The cow is having a good day because it’s
with the moon
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King N. Godwin
Wood, Acrylic paint

The goat is having a good day because it is
with the golden leaves
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King N. Godwin

Acrylic on canvas wrapped with wooden strips
The Sheep is Having a Good Day
Because it is Snowing
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Y u k o Ta y l o r

King Godwin

OCTOBER 29th EVENTS
GALLERY TALK : Live Zoom Webinar from 3:30-4:30pm
REGISTRATION - ONLY ARTIST RECEPTION FROM 4:30-6:30pm
Gallery Talk Zoom Link: https://meredith.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_bvtWRtCqRHS1RZts9do5kQ
In Person Artist Reception: https://forms.gle/b8PmyybJu1z2PdRJ6
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